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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Information technology fields are now more dominated by artificial
intelligence, as it is playing a key role in terms of providing better services.
The inherent strengths of artificial intelligence are driving the companies into
a modern, decisive, secure, and insight-driven arena to address the current
and future challenges. The key technologies like cloud, internet of things
(IoT), and software-defined networking (SDN) are emerging as future
applications and rendering benefits to the society. Integrating artificial
intelligence with these innovations with scalability brings beneficiaries to the
next level of efficiency. Data generated from the heterogeneous devices are
received, exchanged, stored, managed, and analyzed to automate and
improve the performance of the overall system and be more reliable.
Although these new technologies are not free of their limitations,
nevertheless, the synthesis of technologies has been challenged and has put
forth many challenges in terms of scalability and reliability. Therefore, this
paper discusses the role of artificial intelligence (AI) along with issues and
opportunities confronting all communities for incorporating the integration of
these technologies in terms of reliability and scalability. This paper puts
forward the future directions related to scalability and reliability concerns
during the integration of the above-mentioned technologies and enable the
researchers to address the current research gaps.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) consciousness is playing a key role in changing the paradigm of every
single noteworthy region of computing and innovation. AI works to create systems that can learn to mimic
human behaviour from prior experience and without manual intervention. AI, which was once said to be rigid
and a language of extreme computer intellectuals, has now become flexible and is being used in many
areas [1]. AI has a lot of potentials, and what is being utilized at present is far less than what it has. AI
reasoning enables various advancements by gathering the chronicled information, to play out a careful
examination of them, distinguish the examples, and manual to make ongoing decisions. With the assistance
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of AI logic, it helps the consumer automate the method and increases knowledge by removing the plausibility
of mistakes when performing the manual operation.
Industry 4.0 [2] supports the creation of a "smart factory" through process automation. The
information technology field is commanded by a few different innovations, like cloud computing, the internet
of things (IoT), and software-defined networking (SDN) with their enormous qualities in an interrelated
space. However, there are various technologies supporting industry 4.0 as shown in Figure 1, contributing to
the levels of productivity. AI with these technologies is at a revolutionary catalyst stage, where much
attention is required. Artificial intelligence leads to cognitive intelligence through knowledge, understanding,
and decision-making from past experiences. Artificial intelligence is speeding up with a high pace to achieve
a technology that enables computers and machines to work smartly to allow the smart industry. The cloud
services with IoT devices that can program following the wishes of each user are now on the brink of being
satisfied with their performance. The heterogeneity [3] of the devices should allow them to communicate
with each other with an interoperable data format. It leads to scalability and reliability with better user
satisfaction. Reliability in this context is termed as the degree of trustworthiness by performing the joint
services consistently and is an indicator stating what the systems percentage susceptibility to failure is.
Scalability can be defined as the capacity of the system to match the increasing requirements
comprehensively and allows the integration of growth. While here it is said to be the limit of the number of
connected devices within a scenario in utilizing the resources efficiently. Scalability is the desired property of
a service that enables the management of rising demand loads without substantial degradation of the related
quality attributes [4].

Figure 1. Technologies supporting Industry 4.0

The terms reliability and scalability are sometimes interdependent because the more the devices are
connected and starve for the resources, the less is the reliability. On the other hand, if the number of
connected devices is less, then most of the resources are left unused. So, to have proper utilization of the
resources, AI should play a significant role by predicting the required usage of resources in advance. Various
researchers are researching at integrating AI with cloud, AI with IoT and AI with SDN. But the integration of
these emerging technologies with AI has still not been exposed, whose performance can be assessed using
scalability and reliability attributes.
Across several diverse fields of technology [5], AI has powered recent developments and cloud
computing, IoT and SDN are no exception. Though there are various other metrics used to assess the
technologies reliability and scalability are more significant. Although various researchers have discussed the
reliability and scalability issues in cloud computing, IoT and SDN separately but none have discussed the
issues in the integration of these technologies. Moreover, this paper presents the reliability and scalability
testing attributes which can be used in common to assess the performance of cloud computing, IoT and SDN.
The role of AI in addressing some of the challenges of each of the above mentioned technologies are
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discussed. It also discusses the future directions which can be undertaken in the process of integrating the AI
with mentioned three technologies.
The remaining part of the paper is discussed in the following sections after the introduction;
Section 2 discusses the related literature. Section 3 focuses on the reliability and scalability testing attributes,
section 4 discusses reliability and scalability in artificial intelligent cloud computing, artificial intelligent IoT,
and artificial intelligent SDN. Then section 5 puts forward the research challenges and opportunities related
to scalability and reliability during the fusion of the technologies mentioned above. Finally, section 6
discusses the conclusion.

2.

RELATED LITERATURE
Different scholars have researched and analyzed the convergence of these technologies, and we
present some relevant research in this segment. Reddy [6] the authors have discussed some of the challenges
in the integration of IoT with wireless sensor networks. The challenges related to security, software and
hardware have been discussed by the authors. However, the attributes used to access such integration have
not been mentioned in it. The transformation from conventional to smart industry is done in many countries
with the most significant attention. As in AlEnezi [7] survey, the authors demonstrate that mindscaping is
Kuwait's primary challenge, investment is India's biggest challenge, and for the United States, security and
privacy is the major problem to implement a smart-government. In a stable distributed infrastructure, the low
power IoT devices should use the computing resources efficiently only when needed. So, Sharma [8] the
authors' proposed controller fog nodes to respond to challenges such as usability, real-time data transmission,
scalability, stability, durability and low latency at the edge of the scalable IoT networking using blockchainbased distributed cloud architecture with software-defined networking (SDN). In the dense wireless
networks, an active device to device communication relays on cluster formation. The services provided by
the cloud service providers can be assessed using quality of service (QoS) parameters. Gill and Buyya [9]
discussed various open issues to be addressed like failure management, workload management,
accountability, security, and physical infrastructure. Also, a conceptual model was proposed to match the
dynamic requirements of the user with its reliable services. The communication among the IoT devices can
be done using SDN and Hohlfeld [10] have put forth the challenges in data plane, control plane and
application plane focusing on scalability. The challenges listed are traffic monitoring, plane interfaces and
security including trust management and threat analysis.
Sharafeddine and Farhat [11] have proposed an approach to address reliable communication issues
and considering the scalability of devices. A heuristic approach was used to select the cluster head and
optimize the network reliability resulting in lower failure cost. In the field of electrical grids, the evolution of
smart grid technology has enabled reliable power distribution. However, it is not free of attacks, and the
anomaly detection technique proposed in [12] differentiates between a fault and disturbance and a cyberattack. symbolic dynamic filters (SDF) were used for the computer-efficient extraction of functions to
identify causal correlations between the sub-systems of smart grids through dynamic bayesian networks
(DBN). In high-speed networks where the attacks are increasing, the claim of authors stating the
insufficiency of machine learning solutions for having a reliable intrusion detection is supported by the
proposed approach big flow [13]. The proposed approach uses a verification model to prove its reliability by
considering scalable network traffic with high accuracy over a period.
Rao et al. [14] have discussed a homomorphic encryption technique to provide enhanced security
during the communication between cloud and consumer. In a smart weather system, the sensors are used to
collect different types of values like humidity, temperature, raindrops, and CO2 emission. The values
collected are stored in the cloud by avoiding storing in large databases. And to ensure the privacy of the data
stored encryption is used. The stored data is accessed by various types of devices which increases the
scalability. This data could be further analysed using any of the artificial intelligence technique for predicting
the weather forecast. Plantevin et al. [15] presented an architecture for smart homes by adding intelligence in
the transducer used for communication. The designed architecture collects raw data from the sensor and uses
smart unit for communication with high reliability. The single point of failure was eliminated by using the
proposed architecture and guaranteed scalability and reliability at a low cost. The attributes used to assess the
reliability and scalability in each of the technology varies though some attributes are commonly used.

3.

RELIABILITY AND SCALABILITY ATTRIBUTES
The attributes used to assess the reliability and scalability have a close relationship and
dependability on each other. The following Figure 2 shows the list of attributes used to test reliability and
scalability. The reliability of a system refers to the capacity of consistently fulfilling customer service
Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 11, No. 5, October 2021: 4458 - 4470
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requirements under the conditions of coexisting mitigating factors and increase in market volume [16]. The
reliability of a system is a diverse device assessment issue in a multi-factor environment that has universality,
heterogeneity, and uncertainty characteristics. The attributes used to test the reliability are explained in
Table 1.

Figure 2. Reliability and scalability testing attributes

Table 1. Reliability testing attributes
Attribute
Data
Consistency
Stability
Equivalence
Interoperability
Security

Usability

Availability

Explanation
The extent to which all the data items on a scale measure one construct making the data consistent on all
the devices. Consistency in data leads to better reliability.
The results obtained using an instrument should be consistent on repeated testing to ensure stability.
And a highly stable system ensures reliability.
Coherence between the responses of different device consumers or between the alternative type of
devices proves equivalence. Equivalence increases reliability.
Through sharing data in a common standard format, the chosen device software will communicate with
on-site applications to allow the devices to interoperate.
The efficiency of data must be evaluated by the various organizations like NIST, COBIT and ISACA to
ensure security. The security is the most significant attribute as any security breach may result in
catastrophic incidences.
The usability term applies to the degree to which a particular form of the customer may utilize a device,
service or program to accomplish the final target with performance, efficiency and reliability while
interacting with various categories of computing devices.
Through sharing data in a common standard format, the chosen device software will communicate with
on-site applications to allow the devices to interoperate.

The concern to scalability is high in a centralized environment. Scalability is the ability to expand
the computing service distribution capability by raising the amount of information delivered. Scalability is
said to be provisioning and de-provisioning of devices [17]. It describes the load of the network as services
are allocated. For scalable systems, the loading slope increases linearly with the increase of resources, while
this line curve flattens out systems that do not size well. A segment between any two units that achieve
maximum capacity with minimum deployment measures scalability. The attributes related to testing the
scalability are discussed in Table 2.

4.

ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN CLOUD COMPUTING, IOT AND SDN
The emerging technologies discussed in this paper have various challenges to be addressed. AI plays
an important role in addressing the challenges. The related literature studies are used to summarize some of
the challenges considered in each of the technology as shown in Figure 3.
4.1. Role of AI in cloud computing
The incorporation of cloud computing into various online activities is already in progress [18]. The
amalgamation of AI with cloud computing is significantly changing the way information technology (IT) is
Role of artificial intelligence in cloud computing, IoT and SDN: Reliability… (Mohammad Riyaz Belgaum)
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used across businesses and other industries with recent transformations. The various cloud computing
services [19] play an essential role in the implementation of cloud-based solutions. The automated helpers
such as Siri and Amazon Alexa from Apple are examples that changed our lives every day. The integration
allows the cloud to be fitted as an artificial intelligence self-management. In IT systems, for example, AI
after thorough analysis determines how to perform repetitive tasks using knowledge discovery. AI's ability to
learn from past experiences allows the cloud to rebound from problems. The reliability of cloud services is
increased as AI enhances data processing by efficiently storing and manipulating vast volumes of data. It
enables data collection to be automated to provide customers with accurate information and triggering an
alarm if the usual behaviour is aggressive. Intelligent analysis based on the modelling of deep neural
networks can provide enterprises with much better control over their data and significant real-time impacts.
AI gives consumers more interest in software-as-a-service (SaaS). Salesforce launched an AI tool called
Einstein [20] which translates data into ideas. The tool uses customer data for its sales through advertisement
and providing advice to customers by using various social networking means.

Table 2. Scalability testing attributes
Attribute
Resource
management

Response time

Throughput
Latency
CPU usage

Memory usage
Network usage

Explanation
Resources are very crucial and should be used efficiently and effectively. The increase in resources
increases the capacity of handling the load but the deallocation of resources should not affect the
performance of the system much. So, effective resource management supports the system in terms of
scalability.
The time from which the request has been made to the time the request started processing is said to be
response time. When a greater number of devices start using the same resource then the response time
decreases as the new requests will be waiting in the queue.
The number of requests processed in a unit of time is called throughput. When multiple devices share a
common resource then the throughput decreases as the resource time has to be shared among all the devices.
Latency is the time delay taken to respond to the request. Latency can be due to setup time or
communication time too.
CPU is a very scarce resource and should be used very efficiently. When the scalability increases the CPU
usage also increases as a greater number of devices tend to use it. At the same time, the devices connected
should not fall below or exceed the threshold to have better CPU usage.
Increase in scalability occupies more memory. The devices information and the data from the devices are
stored in the memory. High scalability results in more memory usage.
The devices are connected in a network and communicate with each other. The network usage is determined
by the link utilization between the devices. Increase in scalability increases network usage.

Figure 3. Role of AI in addressing challenges

Besides the services provided by the cloud to consumers, the use of artificial intelligence as an
artificial intelligence-as-a-service (AIaaS) [21] is also available to the users. Various fields of AI like neural
networks and machine learning, gather vast data sets to construct, train, process, and execute the models
effectively. The analysis, calculation, and statistics of workload distributed over the cloud servers are,
therefore, more readily accessible. Intelligently used are cloud resources, which can be dynamically extended
up and down based on the tool. Manually processing huge volumes of data contributes to consumer loss over
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time. The artificial intelligence strongly supports fault tolerance [22] mechanism and tracks and handles
application malfunction through the smooth relocation of servers. Supervised and unsupervised deep learning
approaches are used to recognize and minimize loss trends in tandem with computational methods.
The integration of AI into cloud computing to make it accessible to everyone can be done by
anchoring the cloud infrastructure with AI applications by continuous integration, continuous delivery, and
phased deployments. A framework called model ops was proposed by the authors in [23] with reliable and
trusted AI for cloud-based lifecycle management to reduce and manage the risks in deployment. The
limitation of resource management under large scale use cases was left unaddressed. The software architects
are thriving to develop a reliable and scalable cloud-assisted smart factory, which relates various AI
technologies, and the logical relationship with different AI technologies. AI is powering the cloud to emerge
as a self-managing cloud. Many researchers have speculated that when AI grows more advanced, private, and
public clouds may rely on AI resources to track, control, and even self-heal in case of issue arises. Some of
the major challenges in cloud computing to ensure reliability and support scalability along with the role of AI
in providing solutions to them are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Role of AI in addressing the challenges in cloud computing
Major challenges in
cloud computing
Infrastructure
optimization
Fault management
and Resilience
Cloud service
pricing

Load balancing

Role of AI in providing a solution
Neural networks and fuzzy systems can be used for classification of operating status.
Machine language can be used for extracting the data from previous instances.
Evolutionary computing can be used for multi-objective optimization.
Neural networks, fuzzy systems and evolutionary computing can be used for mapping the tasks
to the virtual machines.
Neural networks, fuzzy systems and machine learning can be used for prediction of the faults.
Neural networks, fuzzy systems and machine learning can be used for predicting market price
trend and user demand.
Neural networks can be used for mapping cost and demand for a price.
Evolutionary computing can be used for multi-objective optimization.
Neural networks can be used for detecting load imbalance and for mapping virtual machines
and dependability issues.
Fuzzy systems can be used for specifying preferences, constraints, and management guidelines.
Evolutionary computing can be used for multi-objective optimization.

4.2. Role of AI in the internet of things
The network of various objects linked through the internet captures and shares data without human
intervention with one another is the internet of things [24]. The use of the internet to define, sense, link, and
calculate personal, technical, and social artefacts has made life better and more difficult. All the IoT
appliances produce a lot of data to obtain and use for operational performance. Artificial intelligence enters
the picture here to capture and process the vast volume of data generated by the algorithms of artificial
intelligence. Besides, these algorithms transform the data to achieve useful results that IoT devices can
enforce. We have become almost knowledgeable by integrating artificial intelligence with those apps.
Figure 4 shows the process automation in areas such as the industrial internet of things (IIoT) and
the consumer internet of things (CIoT), the introduction of artificial intelligence into IoT applications is
relevant. For example, in [25], Z. Alansari the IoT plays a key role in the delivery of patient information to a
doctor for sustainable development in the healthcare sector. The usage of IoT technologies has also extended
into developing smart cities, smart homes, and to the broader context in smart buildings. The primary
concern being automation of the operating of smart home devices using artificial intelligence and energy
consumption optimization [26], many researchers have taken this as a challenge to gain user's
satisfaction [27].
The increase of greed for comfort among the community is leading to access and share the
information between the IoT, which in turn consumes more electricity and generate heat. Though there are
many techniques to control energy consumption at households, they are still traditional. A framework has
been proposed in [28] to predict the household energy consumption using feed-forward back propagation
neural network to automate the process and ensure reliability. The goal of IoT is to provide the services under
the limitation of low power long-range (LoRa) by ensuring reliability in communication. The authors in [29],
B. Reynders focused LoRa wide-area networks (LoRaWAN) and proposed a two-step lightweight scheduling
to improve the reliability and scalability. Each channel’s transmission power and spreading factors are
evaluated dynamically and the node decides onto which channel must be used for transmission. To ensure
scalability the attribute used was throughput along with adding many nodes. And to ensure reliability the
attributes used were packet error ratio and fairness.
Role of artificial intelligence in cloud computing, IoT and SDN: Reliability… (Mohammad Riyaz Belgaum)
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Under IoT, protection is a big issue, because most heterogeneous networks are related and interact
with each other as they are scalable. There is still space for increasing bugs and attacks to infiltrate the
network and carry out critical operations in this phase. Big data are complemented with the related network
and social data, which are supplemented by different modes, which are focused upon physical, cyber social
media (PCS). Artificial intelligence enables users to counter a range of attack styles, as defined in [30]. Some
of the major challenges in IoT to ensure reliability and support scalability along with the role of AI in
providing solutions to them are listed in Table 4.

Figure 4. Consumer and Industrial IoT
Table 4. Role of AI in addressing the challenges in IoT
Major challenges in IoT
Energy management

Security
Interoperability

Role of AI in providing a solution
Neural networks and fuzzy systems can be used for energy consumption prediction.
Neural networks can be used for classifying energy usage.
Machine language can be used for extracting the data from previous instances.
Neural networks, fuzzy systems and machine learning can be used for classification and clustering
of security patterns in intrusion detection and malware detection.
Fuzzy systems can be used for defining the matching preferences by specifying the constraints.
Machine learning can be used for extracting knowledge from previous instances.
Neural networks can be used for mapping the tasks.
Neural networks and fuzzy systems can be used for prediction of workload.

4.3. Role of AI in Software-defined networking
Software-defined networking has become a breakthrough in taking the network architectures to the
next generation. This refines fine-grained flow management, which can configure and render networks to be
more robust [31]. The decoupling of the control plane and data plane results in having a centralized view of
the network with increased flexibility. The use of SDN in different areas like corporate and office networks,
data centre networks, broad-based networks, and internet sharing centres made it possible to transit the
conventional networking to SDN architecture. And this transition resulted in scalability issues because of the
potential SDN switch flow data explosion. The minimal flow Table capacity of the SDN switch device
significantly reduces the viability of large scale SDN deployment. The logical movement of the control
planes from the switches to a centralized location has control over the entire network and has simplified the
functionality but has also raised the issues on the scalability of the control plane as a result of virtualization.
The isolation of control plane and data plane from the switch and the concept of programming the
network itself allows networking components produced by different vendors to be interoperable. The
softwarization of networking in line with the three layers of SDN has become complicated due to the multilateral SDN domains in terms of reliability. In addition to artificial intelligence, SDN problems like
scalability, efficiency, consistency, interoperability, and control, and protection overcome them and make the
networking smart. There is little power on the ternary material addressable (TCAM) transition, and the
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controller changes the rules [32]. A rational device can adapt to potential inputs based upon past experiences.
the gated recurrent recurrent neuro network (GRU-RNN) [33], is a supervised learning model used to solve
security concerns by detecting intrusion, enabling the system to be more reliable. The error gradient is
determined, and the activity of the components in the network is tracked to a minimum. The SDN reliability
depends on the data plane reliability, control path reliability, and control plane reliability. Various authors
have proposed solutions for issues on reliability. As part of them in [34], the authors have proposed a
framework to address the issue of reliability and scalability with a case study. The framework included
reduction of redundancy in the coupling of logical and control path along with enabling virtualization in the
controller cluster, quick recovery of failures and orchestration of control messages to improve reliability and
scalability. Some of the major challenges in cloud computing to ensure reliability and support scalability
along with the role of AI in providing solutions to them are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Role of AI in addressing the challenges in SDN
Major challenges in SDN
Monitoring

Threat analysis
Trust management

Role of AI in providing a solution
Fuzzy systems can be used for specifying behaviour patterns and constraints.
Neural networks, Fuzzy systems and machine learning can be used for detecting behaviour
anomalies.
Neural networks, fuzzy systems and machine learning can be used for threat detection and
analysis.
Neural networks, fuzzy systems and machine learning can be used for trust classification
and behaviour.

4.4. Role of AI in the fusion
The emerging technologies cloud, IoT and SDN have become game-changers in providing technical
services to the end-users. And the fusion of AI and its synchronization with cloud computing, IoT and SDN
is about to bring a significant change to the world of information technology and is going beyond the
imagination by taking it to the next level. SDN appeared as a powerful platform to improve the scalability
and versatility of IoT devices via the cloud. The progress in the field of communication, like the emergence
of 5G, has solved many issues of communications networking. Data collected from several IoT devices are
gathered and accessible in a variety of formats and configurations to create massive data to be processed in
the cloud and accessed via a vendor-free networking device. The IoT devices can exchange data with SDNs
and cloud resources, even if the network is congested or network failure happens [35]. Artificial intelligence
improves efficiency with its potential. The following Figure 5 indicates that artificial intelligence can be
better integrated with various applications, even if its results are enhanced separately with cloud, IoT, SDN,
and artificial intelligence convergence in a range of applications.
The above sections show that in tandem with each technology separately, artificial intelligence
provides a better benefit. The ability to fuse artificial intelligence with all the discussed three technologies
would enable societies to simplify operations in all aspects of digital technology and to meet the needs of
industry 4.0. Artificial intelligence software-defined cloud of things (AISDCoT) allows the users to
intelligently use the communication devices, and to securely transmit data, by implementing the SDN
standards, through storing or accessing cloud-specified data.
The various streams of AI provide better solutions for various issues in each of the technology and
have proved its effectiveness in many aspects by supporting in selection, allocation and mapping and
optimization. The fuzzy systems can be used for defining the matching preferences, constraints in the cloud
and specifying them to the connected devices via a network to attain a better solution. Fuzzy systems can also
be used for classification and clustering of security patterns in the cloud, IoT devices as well as SDN to
ensure reliability. After collecting the requirements from the users, the neural networks can be used to map
the tasks to the virtual machines in the cloud and if load imbalance occurs, detection of load imbalance with
consideration of dependability issues also can be done using neural networks. The classification of energy
usage by the IoT devices connected can be done using fuzzy systems and neural networks to support
scalability. The interconnection of devices and the connection with the cloud is done with networking
capability. SDN enables to communicate with devices keeping them vendor-free and programming the
network itself with multi-objective function. Evolutionary computing can be used to attain multi-objective
optimization in the network considering the metrics like throughput, packet loss, delay, bandwidth utilization,
and jitter contributing to improvising the quality of service. Machine learning is a subset of AI, which can be
used for extracting knowledge from previous situations and predicting future occurrences. The following
Figure 6 shows the interaction between each of the technology with the role of AI to provide reliable services
to the end-user by using scalable devices. This Figure shows feasibility in the interaction of these
technologies.
Role of artificial intelligence in cloud computing, IoT and SDN: Reliability… (Mohammad Riyaz Belgaum)
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Figure 5. Artificial intelligence software-defined cloud of things (AISDCoT) [36]

Figure 6. Reliability and scalability from the end-user’s perspective

5.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND OPEN ISSUES
The goal of every technology is to provide highly reliable and scalable services and products to the
end-user, but occasional faults occur in any dynamic shared system. The following are some of the issues that
can be considered as future directions of research while improving the reliability and scalability during the
fusion of the above-mentioned technologies.
a. Security: The scalability of devices in the network may lead to an unreliable state if new devices are
added and removed without authenticity. And if the smart devices are modular, they are very vulnerable
to threats when these details are modified complex and often. So, as a future direction, an artificial
intelligence technique can be developed to identify the authenticity along with preventing from different
types of attacks to improve this incorporation.
b. Interaction: The IoT network interactions via SDN takes place among the devices, where the processing is
done in the cloud. The end-user requirements can be met with the design of better architecture, protocols,
Int J Elec & Comp Eng, Vol. 11, No. 5, October 2021: 4458 - 4470
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and applications. Therefore, as a future direction, it is required to have efficient transmission by
proposing using suitable artificial intelligence-capable techniques in designing protocols and applications
for interaction.
Communication management: The devices communicate using various implementations but are restricted
to a small network or specific functional jurisdiction. Large scale devices communication can cover large
geographical areas, and such situations involve very flexible monitoring and management systems.
Therefore, as a future direction, artificial intelligence traffic control and management are required to
support reliable communication of a vast number of devices.
Flow Table update: SDN flow Tables have a minimum memory and can accommodate a couple of flow
inputs. Frequent changing of flow Table entries results in extra overhead and becomes unreliable. So, as a
future direction, there is a need for a mechanism, where artificial intelligence can be used to predict the
flow Table entries and removal so that it makes the devices more scalable and reliable.
Interoperability: The quality of service depends on the interoperability of devices. And because various
devices connect using different technologies, it lacks universal standards to lead. So, as a future direction,
intelligent and comprehensive technology is therefore required to address the interoperability problem at
all stages of communication.
Single point failure: Because of the modern and multi-lateral network environments, SDN becomes more
complicated, to maintain the same continuity capabilities introduces several significant challenges to the
existing network efficiency structures. While the controller allows operation and maintenance of a
network incredibly easy for a network operator, the controller requires complex reasoning and becomes
one point of failure within the network. Therefore, the artificial intelligence-enabled technique is needed
to predict the failure, and measures are to be taken to avoid such failures, which is one of the future
directions.
Programming: Consequently, the controller's design failures may cost the network provider incredibly
much. Ultimately, one of the primary sources of this difficulty is a network failure, since they initiate the
running of unexplored parts of code; such network errors are imminent. So, an efficient program should
identify such failures and should predict before its occurrence from the past experiences, which is another
future direction.
Load balancing: Wireless sensor devices communicate with each other and transmit the requests using the
SDN interface. The protocol used for communication between the device and the control layer is the open
flow protocol. The entries in the flow tables guide the order of execution. So, to dynamically allocate the
load, an efficient artificial intelligence algorithm is needed. If a customized algorithm is built, the QoS
can be improved.
Resource management: Efficient management of resources improves service efficiency parameters. The
maintenance of resource usage statistics information is essential to keep track of and monitor the
resources. As a future direction, the optimal resource management is to be done using an artificial
intelligence technique to improve the service assessing metrics.
Energy efficiency: The major concern is to attain green computing and to enable so, heat pollution from
several devices must be regulated. Artificial intelligence interference can help to conserve energy. This
would mitigate and effectively reduce the energy consumption of these devices only when necessary. For
many researchers, energy consumption reduction is an open issue and considered as a significant future
direction to control the harmful heat generated by the machines.

6.

CONCLUSION
This paper discusses the role of AI in cloud computing, IoT and SDN and raises a few issues
regarding the integration of AI with cloud, IoT, and SDN, as these are today's current developments. The
methods of artificial intelligence are used widely, which makes them work with little or no human
intervention if these theories are paired with those patterns to function intelligently. Reliability and scalability
testing attributes used to assess the performance have been discussed. The role of AI in addressing the
challenges of cloud computing, IoT and SDN related to reliability and scalability have been discussed
separately and in the integration of these technologies. Finally, the authors presented future directions and
open issues to be addressed while merging the mentioned technologies. However, the training data issues,
deployment issues, and computing performance have not been considered in the integration. In the process of
solving the complexities of this fusion, the individual development problem will also be answered by
resolving the common issues of all these phenomena. This study will support consumers and researchers who
choose to perform more work on some of the above application combinations in the future.
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